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Travel and Leisure Entertainment at Its Finest





HWGG ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED



NASDAQ : HWGG






Travel and Leisure Entertainment at Its Finest





HWGG ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED



NASDAQ : HWGG






HWGG ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED



Specializing in bringing the best leisure and entertainment travel destinations to the marketplace
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CREATING A REWARDING TRAVEL EXPERIENCE



Enjoy exclusive benefits and privilege for the most adventurous and deserving.








REWARDS

Live life like a VIP and gain high annual rewards on your travel

packages











PRIVILEGES

Enjoy world class transport, accommodation, and customized services for your travel needs











BEST VALUE

Utilizing strategic partnerships to provide you with the best rates and comfort to enhance your travel experience
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					ADDRESS


Wisma Ho Wah Genting Ground Floor, No 35, Jalan Maharajalela, 50150 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.




PHONE


Office: 03-21482288




CONTACT


[email protected]




WORKING HOURS


Monday-Friday: 9:00 – 18:00(GMT+8)

Saturday-Sunday: Closed














Thank you for your message. It has been sent.
×
There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.
×

Send Message
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